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ABSTRACT

The large scale deployment of multi-antenna wireless networks in

homes and oice buildings introduces new privacy concerns for

people residing in these spaces. By measuring the signal strength

using receivers placed outside the premises, an attacker can track

the movement of people inside. One way to defend against such an

attack is to have the signal strengths of the transmitters vary (some-

times reducing to zero) according to some randomized schedule.

We show that the question of inding the schedule that minimizes

the worst-case łprivacy lossž can be formulated as a constant-sum

Stackelberg game between an attacker, whose goal is to place re-

ceivers in order to learn the movement of users, and a defender

who tries to prevent the attacker while maintaining the connectiv-

ity and QoS requirements of the network. We introduce a lexible

framework that enables us to capture the constraints of the attacker

and the defender. The framework allows us to capture features of

modern wireless systems such as directional antennas and also al-

lows us to plug in diferent path-loss models with minimal changes

to the setup. We then formulate the problem of inding the opti-

mal defender strategy as a linear program and show that it can be

solved eiciently. We also perform numerical evaluations on how

the payofs are afected as the requirements of the defender and the

resources the attacker can aford to exhaust change.
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Figure 1: Illustration of a radio window attack, where an at-

tacker deploys receivers outside a premise to detect move-

ment of users inside.
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1 INTRODUCTION

New wireless technologies that use multiple antennas and high-

frequency directional beams have the potential to boost bandwidth

and reliability for consumers at home, in oice buildings, and in

other closed premises. However, these technologies come with new

vulnerabilities that can lead to a breach of privacy for the users

of the network. An illustrative example is the class of so-called

radio-window attacks (Figure 1). In such attacks, an adversary can

deploy receivers and measure the received signal strength (RSS)

from transmitters in a wireless network from outside the premise.

Recent works of [4, 18, 19] showed that by using these values, the

adversary can determine to a high accuracy the location of moving

objects inside the premise. Roughly speaking, these attacks are

based on the idea that when an object crosses the area between an

RSS measuring receiver and a transmitter, the RSS values luctuate

appropriately, and this can be used for detecting motion.
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An important property of such attacks is that the receivers placed

by the adversary are passive (they do not generate signals of their

own) [1, 2, 5, 16, 21]. Therefore, the defender (i.e. the administrator

of the wireless network system) is unlikely to even know about

the presence of adversaries trying to breach the location privacy of

the users. Work of [5] demonstrates how movement can be tracked

through solid walls using receivers from outside evenwhen artiicial

noise is added to the signals in the network. The main questions

are thus, how can the defender guard the privacy of the users? Can

we quantify the privacy loss? Can we devise strategies that allow

us to guarantee a small privacy loss?

The recent work of [9] suggests a promising approach: by turning

of certain transmitters (or reducing their signal strength signii-

cantly) at random time intervals, an adversary will ind it diicult

to detect movement using the signals of the transmitters. I.e., if the

signal quality is poor, the adversary will be unable to make coni-

dent inferences about movement based on the RSS values, leading

to the protection of user privacy. However, note that in this process,

the utility of the users of the wireless system could be reduced:

users might now need to repeatedly switch between access points,

or worse still, might lose connectivity altogether. We thus have an

example of the well-known tussle between utility and privacy. The

setting of radio window attacks is one example of a more general

security scenario, in which we have a defender whose goal is to

protect certain assets (in our case, the movement of users). There is

a price to pay in terms of loss in utility to the users, or alternately

constraints to be met in terms of QoS on the part of the defender.

The goal is then to minimize the risk to the assets irrespective of the

attacker’s strategy. A powerful way to view such security problems

is as a two-player game between the attacker and the defender,

where the objective of the attacker is to maximally compromise the

number of assets. The defender’s goal is to minimize this objective.

Depending on the setting, we have diferent constraints on the at-

tacker and defender’s strategies, as well as diferent ways in which

the objective is deined as a function of the strategies.

The game theoretic view has been applied successfully in applica-

tions such as the setting up of security checkpoints in airports [15]

and the scheduling of air marshals [17]. These works view the prob-

lem as a Stackelberg game [7, 8, 11ś14] where the defender, leader,

commits to a strategy irst and the attacker, follower, observes the

leaders strategy and picks an optimal response strategy afterwards.

[9] irst applied a similar approach to our problem of radio window

attacks, and gave a greedy algorithm for inding the optimal sched-

ule for turning of the transmitters. The main drawback with these

works is that the algorithms proposed are not guaranteed to be ei-

cient, involving the solution of mixed integer programs [10, 13, 14].

In some cases (such as the prior work on radio window attacks [9]),

the solution produced is not guaranteed to be optimal. Furthermore,

in real settings, we can have additional constraints on the attacker

and the defender (as we will see, the defender in our wireless net-

work setting would wish to maintain QoS requirements for the

users, and the attacker might need to consider the costs of placing

receivers and the chance of being łdiscoveredž).

These are the two main motivations of our work. Firstly, we wish

to give a general framework that allows us to capture a variety of se-

curity problems. The framework should allow us to compute, in an

eicient manner, the optimal strategies for the defender. Moreover,

the framework must be able to incorporate problem-speciic con-

straints. Second, we focus on the speciics of radio window attacks,

and wish to give a complete, deployable solution for this setting.

Modern wireless systems allow us to either use omni-directional

(relatively low-frequency) transmitters, or high frequency direc-

tional ones. This raises questions such as: how does this choice

afect the potential privacy of the users? How does the precise

trade-of between the utility (measured via the probability of loss in

connectivity) and the privacy look like? We address these questions

by using known models for the path loss in signal strength for

directional and omni-directional transmitters.

Formulation as min-max optimization

Our setting consists of an indoor wireless network with multiple

transmitters (possibly directional). There are devices (i.e. legiti-

mate receivers) which connect to these transmitters to obtain WiFi

service. These devices have some quality-of-service (QoS) expec-

tations/requirements. The attacker places receivers outside the

premises in order to measure RSS (received signal strength) from

transmitters, with the goal of tracking the movements of persons

inside using the variation of RSS values. An attacker tracks people

based on the drop in RSS values due to the obstacle (user’s physical

presence) along the path from the transmitter to the attack receiver.

The network administrator (whom we will refer to as the de-

fender) needs to ensure that the attacker’s ability to detect move-

ment in the diferent parts of the building are minimized. Our main

idea is that if a transmitter is turned of or has its power lowered by

a certain level, the attacker cannot detect movement using the sig-

nals from that transmitter. Further, if the region of interest (where

movement is being detected) is not roughly along the line joining a

transmitter and an attacker’s receiver, the chances of detection are

minimal. Since there are multiple transmitters, the defender can

hope to provide service to all the regions while still maintaining

privacy. For a moment, consider Figure 1 and suppose that we know

where the attacker places the receiver at attack zone 1 (and nowhere

else). Now, to protect the privacy of Person 1 in the igure, the de-

fender should use transmitter T2 (written as Tx2 in the igure) and

switch of T1; this works because Person 1 is not anywhere close

to the line joining T2 to the attack zone. In general, a defender’s

strategy consists of turning of a subset of the transmitters. This

can be done in a probabilistic way. Further, we may even assume

that the defender changes the choice of transmitters to turn of at

regular intervals of time. This lets us view the defender’s strategy as

consisting of a sequence of probability values: c j,t is the probability

of turning of transmitter Tj at time t .

Now, in the example above (Fig. 1), we assumed that the defender

knew the location of the attacker’s receiver, which led to a simple

solution (turn ofT1 and useT2). Even in this case, the strategy pro-

tects the privacy of Person 1 but not necessarily Person 4. In general,

there is no knowledge of the attacker’s exact location but defender

knows the set of all the possible locations at which an attacker may

place receivers, and the goal is to optimize for any possible choice

of the defender. Suppose we have a functionU (σa ,σd ) that takes a

defender strategy σd , and attacker strategy (information about the

receivers) σa and computes the łexpected privacy lossž. Then, the

defender’s objective is to ind σd that minimizes maxσa U (σa ,σd ).
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If the set of all valid attacker and defender strategies are denoted

by A and D respectively, this is equivalent to solving the min-max

optimization problem:

Z ∗
= min

σd ∈D
max
σa ∈A

U (σa ,σd ).

The value of Z ∗ is a guaranteed bound on the amount of privacy

loss (no matter how the attacker plays). The computation of Z ∗

becomes equivalent to inding the value of a Stackelberg game. We

can think of the defender as irst committing to a strategy σd (this

could be a łmixedž strategy as we explain below), and based on this,

the attacker picks σa . If we view the attacker’s goal as maximizing

the privacy lossU (σa ,σd ), then we obtain a zero-sum game.

Mixed strategies and randomization. In our setting, the defender

can choose a randomized or mixed strategy to turn of transmitters.

For instance, in the example earlier from Figure 1, T1 and T2 could

be turned of with probabilities 2/3 and 1/2 respectively (they need

not add up to 1 as turning of one transmitter is independent of the

others). Further, by dividing up the total duration into diferent time

slots, the defender can turn diferent transmitters of at diferent

time steps. In this setting, we are interested in the expected value of

the privacy loss. Randomization gives added power to the defender

because even if the attacker were to know the probability of a

receiver being turned of, they cannot place the receivers to take

advantage of this situation with certainty.

A formulation as above is also possible for other security games

(whenever we can reasonably deine a utility function as above and

identify the set of strategies A and D). Our main contributions

can thus be summarized as follows:

• We show that the min-max optimization formulation above

can be solved via a linear programming approach for a range

of utility functions U , yielding an optimal solution for the

defender’s strategy. The framework is quite general (we ex-

plain the setup shortly), and we can plug-in diferent utility

functions, as well as a variety of problem setups (see Sec-

tion 4).

• For radio-window attacks, we provide a concrete instanti-

ation of the framework, giving expressions for the utility

for the case of omni-directional as well as directional trans-

mitters. This utilizes relevant path loss models, taking into

account the distance of the attacker’s receivers, the number

of obstacles/walls, etc. We show numerically the power of

directional transmission in reducing the privacy loss.

1.1 Related Work

Stackelberg security games. Many security games have been for-

mulated as general-sum Stackelberg games (e.g., [13, 14]). Unlike

the more standard setting of zero-sum games, the two players in a

Stackelberg game do not play simultaneously. Instead, the leader

(often the defender in security contexts) plays irst, and the follower

(typically the attacker) plays next, fully aware of the strategy of the

leader, and thus has an advantage. In case of randomized strategies,

the follower is aware of the distribution but not the outcomes of the

random choice. Typically in applications, the leader and follower

have diferent objectives. But in our formulation, we are only inter-

ested in the objective value of the defender, i.e., the total privacy

loss of the users. Thus we incorporate the other aspects of the prob-

lem (such as QoS requirements for the users and constraints on the

number of receivers an attacker can place) into the formulation as

additional constraints on the set of feasible strategies A and D.

This lets us avoid dealing with multiple objectives.

Linear programming for Stackelberg security games. The focus on

a single objective enables us to express the solution to the Stackel-

berg game (the min-max optimization) as a linear program, which

can be solved eiciently. In works such as [14], the attacker strategy

is represented using a vector a of length |A| where the ith entry

represents the probability that attacker chooses the pure strategy

i . They note that (as is standard in min-max theory), for a ixed

defender strategy, the attacker’s utility is maximized by a pure strat-

egy. This enables them to focus on binary vectors a, and using these

variables, the authors formulate a mixed integer program where

attack vector and defender’s vector are variables. In our approach,

since we have only a single objective function, we can embed the set

of attacker strategies A in constraints of the optimization problem

(see Section 3). This allows us to avoid having integer variables

in our optimization problem, thus making it possible to ind the

optimum solution eiciently.

Incomplete information games. The systems discussed in [13,

14] also consider a scenario where there are multiple attackers

with diferent abilities. In our context, this can correspond to the

usage of diferent movement detection algorithms on the part of

the attacker, or receivers with diferent strengths. In the works

above, Bayesian Stackelberg games are used to handle this setting.

Here, one assumes that the defender is aware of prior probabilities

of each attacker type, and the goal is to minimize the expected

privacy loss. Our framework can be easily extended to this setting

as long as the number of attackers is small and the product of their

strategy spaces is without having to know the prior probabilities.

If there are k attackers with each having A1, . . . ,Ak diferent set

of strategies, the linear program we construct will have more than

|A1 |×, |A2 | × . . . , |Ak | constraints. Finally, we show how to extend

our framework if we know the prior probabilities of the attackers

by allowing the defender to minimize the expected payof. Here we

solve a constant-sum Bayesian Stackelberg game.

Prior work on radio-window attacks. Game theoretic approaches

for defending against radio-window attacks have been irst studied

in [9]. Here, the problem is formulated as a general-sum Stackelberg

game and the corresponding optimization problem is solved using

a greedy heuristic algorithm. The approach has many limitations:

(a) the defender strategy that is produced is not guaranteed to be

optimal, (b) constraints about the quality of service for the users

is captured in a coarse manner, by limiting the total number of

transmitters that can be turned of, (c) the framework is restricted

to omni-directional signals, and models for high-frequency, direc-

tional transmitters were not considered. Our work allows us to

overcome all of these issues, as we will see. We also remove techni-

cal restrictions in the work of [9], so we end up making transmitters

and target regions łdecoupledž from one another (hence making

the framework more general).
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2 PROBLEM FORMULATION, ADVERSARY

ASSUMPTIONS, & FRAMEWORK

Suppose that there are N targets (formally referred to as target

regions) {R1, . . . ,RN } that defender tries to defend. There are M

transmitters T1, . . . ,TM defender use located in diferent areas of

the premise. There are V time slots, and the defender is allowed

to turn of/on diferent sets of transmitters at diferent time slots.

Legitimate users or devices in each target region Ri connect to one

of the transmitters that is within range.

We model the attacker as having S łattack zonesž, and the at-

tacker is allowed to place a certain number of receivers (denoted

ra ) at one of the zones (denoted sa ).

Now we deine the strategies of the two players.

• Defender strategy σd is the matrix C of size M ×V where

c j,t ∈ [0, 1] is the probability of turning the jth transmitter

of in at the time slot t .

• Attacker strategy σa is (ra , sa ): setting up ra attack receivers

at the attack zone sa .

Note that we assume that the attacker cannot change the receiver

positions with time. This is because the time slots of interest are

relatively short (few seconds or less); in this case, it is unrealistic

for an adversary to be able to change the locations of the receivers.

(However, as we will see in Section 4.1, a slight modiication of our

solution allows us to also capture moving or adapting adversaries.)

In practical scenarios, it is reasonable to also take into account the

overheads due to a defender strategy that łchanges too quicklyž

(users have to keep connecting to new access points). Such an

evaluation is left to future work.

2.1 Objective functions of attacker and

defender

As discussed earlier, the attacker’s payof depends on the number of

target regions they can successfully łmonitorž, and factors such as

the cost of placement of the attack receivers at the diferent attack

zones. On the other hand, the defender’s payof depends on the

privacy loss as well as factors that capture the loss of utility (e.g.,

the probability that a user in a certain region loses connectivity).

Let us focus on the privacy loss, or the number of targets that

the adversary can successfully monitor. As we will discuss, this

will be the łmainž objective value in our formulation (it is the key

component in both the attacker and defender’s objective), and the

other terms will be viewed as constraints.

To formalize this, we need a model that captures the probability

that an attacker detects movement in a given target region (con-

ditioned on movement in that region) by placing receivers at a

certain attack zone. Our optimization framework allows us to

plug in any model that deines the parameter AD(ra , sa , j,k)

described below, and in this sense, our framework is plug-n-play.

But in the context of radio window attacks, we give a concrete

proposal (as it also illustrates the lexibility in the framework). First,

note that the attacker could use RSS values from any of the trans-

mitters in order to detect movement in a particular target region

(and the overall probability of detection is that of the union of these

events). Let us consider the attacker strategy (ra , sa ), and denote

the ability of the attacker to detect movement in target region j us-

ing the signal from transmitter k as AD(ra , sa , j,k). Our framework

allows to plug any deinition of AD() depending on the problem

scenario. Here we propose a simple approach to derive a form for

AD(ra , sa , j,k).

The considerations here are as follows. First, for omnidirectional

transmitters, the attacker is assumed to be able to measure the

RSS from all the transmitters, while for directional transmission,

the attacker can only measure the RSS from transmitters within a

certain angle around the transmission direction (see Figure 2). Next,

the probability of detecting movement depends on the RSS values

(weak signals lead to low conidence in detection), and also the

number of receivers placed (ra ). Finally, we assume that detecting

movement in a region Rj is possible only if Rj is approximately

along the line joining the transmitter and the attack zone. To cap-

ture these parameters, we irst introduce a term that we call the

łdetection coeicientž.

Let CF(sa ,Rj ,Tk ) be the detection coeicient corresponding to

target region j , attack zone sa , using signals from thekth transmitter.

Again, note that what we provide below is one choice of CF; it

can be replaced with other models. We adopt a path loss model

similar to the models discussed in [18] along with Friis equations

to approximate the received signal strength at the attack zones and

target regions. Let y′
sa,Tk

be the signal strength from transmitter

Tk at the attack zone sa . We compute this quantity using the power

at the transmitter minus the path loss. I.e., if Pk is the transmitted

power at transmitter k in dB, then

y′sa,Tk
= Pk − fsa,Tk , (1)

where fsa,Tk path loss at sa due to the distance between Tk and sa
and obstacles such as walls along the path. The detection coeicient

will be normalized such that the maximum value is 1. This is done

by deining

ysa,Tk =
(

y′sa,Tk
− max
s ′a,T

′
k

y′s ′a,T ′
k

)

× δ (2)

where 0 < δ < 1 is a scaling factor which can be used to control

the magnitude of the |ysa,Tk |. (If |ysa,Tk | is too large, CF(sa ,Rj ,Tk )

may vanish when taking the exponent ofysa,Tk as we explain next).

Let D be an array of dimensionsM ×N × S , where DTk ,Rj ,sa is 1

if attack zone sa and target region Rj are in the same direction from

transmitter Tk , otherwise 0 (these values can also be chosen to be

fractions; if the line joining Tk to sa very slightly intersects Rj , the

fraction can be set to a smaller value than in the case when the line

has a signiicant overlap with Rj ; to keep things simple, our model

uses binary values). Now we compute the detection coeicient as:

CF(sa ,Rj ,Tk ) = 10ysa ,Tk × DTk ,Rj ,sa . (3)

To summarize, this captures the fact that an attack receiver can

detect movement in a target region only if the signal is strong

enough and if the region is on the path from the transmitter to

the attack zone. Let us now see how to compute CF values for two

types of protocols.

(1) WiFi (802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11c): Here, the signals are low

frequency signals (2.4 GHz, 5 GHz) and they typically travel

long distances due to their low path loss. They also pass

through thick walls without sufering huge losses in signal
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Figure 2: Fraction of target regions covered by a attack zone

with respect to transmitters.

strength therefore a receiver quite far from a transmitter

(around 75 m) can observe reasonable signal strengths with

or without direct line of sight (due to the presence of walls).

(2) Millimeter wave (802.11ad): Here, the signals are high fre-

quency (typically 30−70 GHz) and the path loss is very high,

therefore these signals do not travel far. But the receivers

within the range of the antennas enjoy high data rates. These

signals sufer huge losses in signal strength as they travel

through walls therefore without direct line of sight, a re-

ceiver at a large distance from the transmitter cannot expect

to observe measurable signal strengths.

In the example in igure 2, CF(sa ,R2,T2) is much higher than

CF(sa ,R2,T1) as transmitter T1 is much further away from the

attack zone (in addition to the loss in signal strength due to multi-

ple walls). To consider another example, CF(sa ,R3,T1) , 0 while

CF(sa ,R3,T2) = 0 because R3 has no overlap with the line joining

T2 and sa . We discuss more details on how the precise detection

coeicients are derived in our experiments (ğ5). We note that this

framework is not limited to the given example protocols, but it

can be extended to handle diferent types of antennas (directional,

omni-directional as we will see in Section 5) and diferent protocols.

Finally, we allow the attacker to place multiple receivers at an

attack zone (denoted ra in our deinition of the attacker’s strategy).

Intuitively, placing more signals allows a receiver to boost the de-

tection probability. We denote this boost factor by Λ(ra , sa ). Again,

our framework does not place any restriction on how to deine

this. For simplicity, we follow the model from [9], where the factor

increases linearly until a certain value λ and then lattens. Formally,

Λ(ra , sa ) =

{

ra
rmax(sa )

× λ if ra ≤ rmax(sa ),

λ otherwise
(4)

Here the parameters are rmax(sa ) and λ.

Using the detection coeicient and the boost parameter, we com-

pute AD(ra , sa , j,k)

AD(ra , sa , j,k) = CF(sa , j,k) × Λ(ra , sa ) (5)

Lastly, to write down the objective values of the players, we need

to consider the actualmovement inside the premise. As discussed in

the introduction, we assume that the defender knows the likelihood

of movement in every target region in each time slot. We denote

the probability of movement in target region j at time slot t by

pmj,t . The attacker’s goal is to successfully detect movement in

the diferent target regions. As a simple way to capture this, we

assume a gain of α (for the attacker) for every successful detection,

for some constant α .

We can now write an expression for the expected payof or objec-

tive value of the attacker. For strategies σa and σd of the attacker

and defender respectively, this will be denoted asU (σa ,σd ), where

σa = (ra , sa ) and σd = C . The expression for this is

U (σa ,σd ) =

V
∑

t=1

N
∑

j=1

α · pmj,t

M
∑

k=1

(1 − ck,t )AD(ra , sa , j,k). (6)

At each time step, the expected payof is the expected number of

j in which movement is successfully detected. The term
∑

k (1 −

ck,t )AD(ra , sa , j,k) is the probability that movement in Rj is de-

tectable using one of the k transmitters. With this probability, we

get a reward of α , but only conditioned on movement in region j

at that time, which happens with probability pmj,t . The expected

payof after setting α to 1 quantiies the expected total movement

detected by the attacker. This objective also directly measures the

łtotal privacy lossž of the defender. Thus the defender’s goal is to

minimize U (σa ,σd ). One limitation of the framework is that even

if we consider slightly diferent utility functions, e.g., number of

locations where the attacker łreliablyž measures movement, the

objective not linear, and thus the LP framework does not apply.

Attacker’s risk. An important quantity that was not considered

above is the risk involved for the attacker ś placing too many

receivers can be expensive (and can involve a risk of being detected).

We model this via constraints in our formulation (as we see below).

One simple setting is to have a cost β for placing each receiver,

and having a risk associated with each attack zone. We denote the

former by cost(ra ) := β .ra and the latter by risk(ra , sa ) = γsa .ra
where γsa is a constant that depends on the attack zone sa . We

assume that the maximum cost + risk the attacker can aford to

withstand is E. I.e., the attacker only chooses strategies such that

cost(ra ) + risk(ra , sa ) ≤ E. (7)

3 OUR APPROACH

3.1 Min-max optimization problem

As we discussed earlier, the defender’s goal is to choose a strategy

sd that minimizes the worst possible damage that the attacker can

do. Let us deine D and A to be the set of feasible strategies for

the defender and attacker respectively. As discussed before, D will

consist of matrices with probability values (probabilities of turning

of transmitters at diferent times), and A consists of pairs (ra , sa ).

Additionally, we will have constraints on these sets, as we will

discuss. The defender’s goal is to ind:
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min
σd ∈D

max
σa ∈A

U (σa ,σd ).

From the discussion above on the attacker’s maximum risk,

A = {(ra , sa ) : cost(ra ) + risk(ra , sa ) ≤ E, ra ∈ [1, rmax], sa ∈ S}

Clearly, |A| ≤ |S |.rmax.

3.2 A Linear Program

The nice property of the min-max formulation above is that because

of the form of U (), we can convert it into an equivalent linear

program (LP).U () is a linear function of the defender strategymatrix

C . We let the variables of the LP be the entries of the matrix C . I.e.,

for each transmitter j and time step t , we have a variable c j,t . We

have an additional variable x which is łintendedž to take the value

maxσa ∈A U (σa ,σd ). To enforce this, we impose the constraint:

x ≥ U (σa ,σd ), for all σa ∈ A .

Given any σa , the constraint above is linear in the variables c j,t .

Thus consider the following linear program:

min
σd ∈D

x subject to (8)

x ≥ U (σa ,σd ), for all σa ∈ A, (9)

0 ≤ c j,t ≤ 1, for all j ∈ [M], t ∈ [V ] (10)

Now, for any choice of the c j,t variables, the best choice of x is

maxσa ∈A U (σa ,σd ) (because we are minimizing x subject to the

conditions (9)). Thus the optimal solution inds c j,t to minimize the

max value, which is precisely the solution to the min-max problem.

Complexity. The number of variables in this linear program is

MV + 1 and the number of constraints is ≤ |S |.rmax + 2MV , and

thus the LP can be solved eiciently (polynomial time in theory;

and in practice, we can solve it with tens of thousands of variables

and constraints). The limitation of our approach is that it performs

poorly when case when the number of attacker strategies is large

(e.g., when an attacker is allowed select l attack zones as we see

below). Developing other methods for such cases is an interesting

direction for future work.

3.3 Defender QoS constraints

Even though the defender’s main goal is to protect the privacy of

the users, it cannot entirely compromise the connectivity of users

within the premise (note that the trivial solution of switching all the

transmitters of, i.e., c j,t = 1 for all j, t , perfectly preserves privacy;

the objective value is 0, but it also nulliies the utility of the system).

Ideally, if a certain transmitter turns of, the defender needs to

ensure that all the legitimate receivers of target regions that receive

signals from this transmitter can connect to diferent transmitters

within the network. We describe this requirement using following

notation.

• For each target region Rj , ind the set of transmitters that

devices can connect (within the range of transmitter signals).

• Consider the N ×M binary matrix Q , where Q j,k indicates

whether transmitter k is reachable from the target region j.

If reachable Q j,k = 1 otherwise 0.

Now we can write the following set of constraints for parameter

pmin which indicates minimum connectivity łlevelž for each user

at every time step. We impose the constraint:

M
∑

k=1

Q j,k (1 − ck,t ) ≥ pmin, ∀j ∈ [N ] and ∀t ∈ [V ].

Having pmin large enough (close to 1) ensures that the probability

of turning of all reachable transmitters (setting all of these c j,t
values to 1) is unlikely.

3.3.1 Stronger atacker strategies. So far, we considered that the

attacker can place receivers at precisely one attack zone sa . What if

the attacker can place receivers at multiple zones? Our framework

can be extended to handle this case as well, except that now, the

number of distinct attacker strategies is signiicantly higher; thus

the number of constraints in the LP formulation increases. We now

show how to model this scenario.

• Suppose the attacker can choose l attack zones out of |S |.

• Let us deine σ ia = (sia , r
i
a ) where i ∈ [l]. This indicates the

strategy of the attacker for the ith chosen location.

• Let A be the set of all attacker strategies. These are deter-

mined by
∑

i ∈[l ] cost(r
i
a ) + risk(r

i
a , s

i
a ) ≤ E. We thus have

|A| ≤

(

|S |

l

)

× rmax.

• Now an overall strategy of the attacker is deined by the

tuple: σa = [σ 1
a , . . . ,σ

l
a ].

• Let u(σ ia ,σd ) be the payof for ith attack zone using eq. (6).

Then the total utility of the attacker is

U (σa ,σd ) =

l
∑

i=1

u(σ ia ,σd )

As before, the min-max optimization is captured via the follow-

ing linear program.

min
σd ∈D

x subject to

x ≥ U (σa ,σd ), for all σa ∈ A (11)

0 ≤ Cj,t ≤ 1, for all j ∈ [M], t ∈ [V ] (12)

M
∑

k=1

Q j,k (1 − ck,t ) ≥ pmin, for all j ∈ [N ], t ∈ [V ] (13)

Time complexity. The variables are once again the probabilities

ck,t and x . Therefore, number of variables is MV + 1. The irst

set of constraints has
( |S |
l

)

× rmax constraints. The second set has

2MV constraints. The third has NV constraints. Therefore, the total

number of constraints is ≤
( |S |
l

)

× rmax +V (2M + N ).

4 APPLICATIONS OF THE FRAMEWORK

We now give examples of more general settings to which the frame-

work in Section 2 applies with little modiications. The irst two will

be extensions of radio window attacks, while the next one will be

unrelated security games that have been considered in prior works.
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4.1 Adaptive attackers

We consider an attacker who is capable of changing their strategy

at each time step. This captures a situation where the attacker

potentially learns some information about the future movements of

the users and then decides to change their strategy. In this case, we

efectively have a diferent σa for every time step. While this leads

to an explosion in the number of attacker łstrategiesž, we observe

that in this case, the defender strategies at the diferent time steps

are all independent of one another, and hence the defender can

solve a separate optimization problem for each time step.

In the optimization problem for the time step t , when computing

the payof function, we consider probability of movement pmj,t

in target regions and the defender strategy vector ck,t . With this

setting we obtain the following payof function for the time step t .

Ut (σa ,σd ) =

N
∑

j=1

pmj,t

M
∑

k=1

(1 − ck,t )AD(ra , sa , j,k) (14)

Now we solve an independent optimization problem for each

time step t . For t = 1 to t = V , we do:

min
σd ∈D

x subject to

x ≥ Ut (σa ,σd ), for all σa ∈ A

0 ≤ Cj,t ≤ 1,∀j ∈ [M],∀t ∈ [V ]

M
∑

k=1

Q j,k (1 − ck,t ) ≥ pmin,∀j ∈ [N ]

The resultant matrixC gives the optimal strategy for the defender

when the attacker is adaptive.

4.2 Incomplete information

We consider the situation where there are multiple attackers with

diferent kinds of resources. For example, the types of receivers they

use can afect the antenna gains and therefore utilities can vary.

One way to model such scenarios was proposed in [13], where

the defender is assumed to have a prior distribution that gives

the probability of each attacker type. Such games are known as

Bayesian Stackelberg games, or incomplete information games.

Let there be H diferent attackers and let A1, . . . ,AH be the

sets of attacker strategies. Let the payof functions of attackers be

U (σ 1
a ,σd ), . . . ,U (σHa ,σd ). Let the prior probabilities of the attack-

ers bep1, . . . ,pH . Here the defender tries to minimize the expected

value of the maximum payofs of attackers. We solve the following

optimization problem in order to compute the optimal defender

strategy for this setting.

min
σd ∈D

H
∑

h=1

phxh subject to

xh ≥ U (σha ,σd ),∀σ
h
a ∈ Ah ,∀h ∈ [H ]

0 ≤ Cj,t ≤ 1,∀j ∈ [M],∀t ∈ [V ]

M
∑

k=1

Q j,k (1 − ck,t ) ≥ pmin,∀j ∈ [N ] and ∀t ∈ [V ]

Note that we introduced a separate variable for each attacker

type that takes a value equal to the maximum payof over the

strategies for that attack type. The defender then minimizes the

expectation of these maximum payofs.

4.3 Other security games

We show how our approach of designing a linear program can

be used to solve ORIGAM-MILP in [10]. In ORIGAMI-MILP, the

defender solves the following mixed-integer program. Let T be the

set of targets. Let c,a be length |T | vectors that denote the defender’s

coverage vector and attacker’s attack vector respectively. LetU (t , c)

be the payof of the attacker for when attacker chooses target t and

defender plays coverage vector c . Here both t and c are parameters

toU Let Z be a very large number.

min
c

k subject to

at ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T

ct ∈ [0, 1] ∀t ∈ T
∑

t ∈T

ct < m

U (t , c) ≤ k ∀t ∈ T

k −U (t , c) ≤ (1 − at )Z ∀t ∈ T

ct ≤ at ∀t ∈ T

(15)

Constraint 4 makes sure that the defender minimizes the maximum

payof of the attacker and the constraint 5 ensures that payof of

U (t , c) is maximized for the target t chosen by the attacker. Now

consider a payof function Ut (c) for target t where only c is a pa-

rameter. We eliminate the attack vector a (which is a binary vector)

and write the following linear program.

min
c

k subject to

ct ∈ [0, 1] ∀t ∈ T
∑

t ∈T

ct < m

Ut (c) ≤ k ∀t ∈ T

(16)

Now there are |T | payof functions for each target and the de-

fender minimizes the maximum of these payof functions. Here we

would not know which target is being attacked. But the optimum

values of the optimization problems (15) and (16) are the same. The

last constraint in (15) sets the coverage probabilities of all targets

that were not attacked to 0. When we solve (16), a linear program

solver may have assigned non-zero values for these targets. An

important assumption in ORIGAMI is that payof of the attacker

does not depend on the targets that are not attacked. Therefore,

changing the values of un-attacked targets in the coverage vector

does not afect the solution. Thus, after solving our linear program,

we can check which target gave the optimum for the solution cov-

erage vector and set all other coverage probabilities to 0. In this

approach we solve a linear program with half the variables and

same number of constraints as in ORIGAMI-MILP. In [10], the

authors show that the solution to program 15 is also a solution

to ERASER-MILP [13]. Thus, our solution above can be used as a

solution for ERASER-MILP as well.
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Figure 3: Experiment layout of the building with transmit-

ters, target regions, and attack zones.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate our framework, the goal is to observe

the following: (a) how the schedules obtained by solving our op-

timization problem perform compared to simple baselines, such

as random scheduling, (b) how the payof the attacker varies de-

pending on changing QoS requirements of the users (captured by

the minimum probability the defender allows for target regions to

lose connectivity) as well as the amount of resources the attacker

has, (c) how directional antennas and omni-directional antennas

compare with one another in terms of the defender’s utility. In these

experiments, we consider the optimization problem we designed

for the adaptive attacker where each time step is independent.

We consider two types of wireless antennas in these experiments.

a) WiFi signals, b) millimeter wave signals. We model how the

signals propagate from transmitters till they reach attack receivers.

Using this, we derive the values of CF (.) (eq (3)) for attack zones.

The layout of the building we consider with attack zones, trans-

mitters, and target regions is shown in igure 3. Here there 6 trans-

mitters T1, . . . ,T6, 5 attack zones S1, . . . , S5, and 12 target regions

R1, . . . ,R12. Distances are measured in meters(m).

The table 1 shows which transmitters are reachable from difer-

ent target regions. The matrix form of this table will be used to

ensure that QoS requirements of the devices in the target regions

are maintained in our experiments.

5.1 Computing the detection coeicients CF (.)

In this section we discuss how we compute CF (.) values for each

attack zone, target region, and transmitter. Here we consider two

types of protocols.

(1) Standard WiFi (802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11c , etc.)

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
R1 1 1 0 1 1 0

R2 1 1 0 1 0 0

R3 1 1 1 1 0 0

R4 0 1 1 1 0 0

R5 1 1 0 1 1 0

R6 1 1 1 1 1 1

R7 1 1 1 1 0 0

R8 0 1 1 1 0 0

R9 1 0 0 1 1 1

R10 1 0 1 1 1 1

R11 0 0 0 1 1 1

R12 0 0 0 1 1 1

Table 1: Transmitters reachable from the diferent target re-

gions - matrix Q

(2) Millimeter wave (802.11ad)

We deriveCF (.) values for the building layout in igure 3 when each

of these protocol types used in transmitter antennas separately. We

assume that the gains of the transmitters and the attack receivers

are 10dB.

5.1.1 Standard WiFi signals. Let d be the distance between receiver

and the transmitter. Here we consider transmitters of frequency

2.4GHz. We assume the power at transmitter is −3dB. Let Pr be

the received signal strength at the receiver. Let η be the path loss

exponent. Now using Friis equations,

Pr = P0 − 10η log10(
d

d0
)

We use Friiz equations to calculate P0. Here d0 = 1m. Let Pt be the

transmitted power at the transmitter. Let Gt ,Gr = 10dB be gains

at the transmitter and the receiver. Then

P0 = Pt +Gt +Gr − 20 log10(
4πd0
λ

)

For the values we deined we get P0 = −23dB. Assuming η = 2, we

compute Pr at the receiver as

Pr = −23 − 20 log10(d)

5.1.2 Millimeter wave protocols. Here we assume the frequency of

the signals is 60GHz. We use Friiz equations to compute P0 as the

standard WiFi signal propagation model. From that we get P0 =

−51dB. The obstacles such as wall on the path afect high frequency

waves adversely unlike low frequencyWiFi waves. Therefore, when

computing Pr at a receiver there is an extra penetration loss term

(as discussed in path loss models in [3]). For dry walls in indoor

oices this is typically 6dB. In our building layout, for each wall

encountered on the path from a transmitter to a receiver, we add a

penetration loss component to the overall path loss. Thus,

Pr = −51 − 20 log10(d) − 6w

where w is the number of walls on the path from transmitter to

receiver.

We use these equations to calculate the received signal strengths

at the attack zones. Then we use these values to compute ysa,Rj ,Tk
and the correspondingCF (sa ,Rj ,Tk ) values.When computingysa,Rj ,Tk
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T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
WiFi 0.503 0.005 0.503 0.992 0.294 0.214

Millimeter wave 0.355 0.314 0.355 0.830 0.215 0.454

Table 2: Average probabilities of transmitters turning of

values, we ix δ = 0.1 (Eq. 2). Note that one can replace these func-

tions with diferent path loss models or diferent received signal

strength calculation methods based on the requirement.

5.2 Numerical evaluations

In this section we evaluate the efectiveness of the transmitter turn-

of schedule we obtain from our framework. In these experiments

we set the constant for receiver strength λ = 2 (Eq. (4)), constant

for the gain of the attacker by observing movement at a target

region α = 10, constant for cost of the attacker β = 0.005, and

constants for risk in all attack zones γsa = 0.005 (Eq. (7)). Note

that these constants can be changed based on the priority of each

component in the payof function in this framework. Here we set

the number of time steps V = 100. The duration of a time slot can

be varied depending on the requirement. We assume the maximum

number of receivers that the attacker can deploy at an attack zone

is 30. We consider the stronger version of the attacker where they

are able to choose 4 attack zones in the building layout in Fig. 3.

For the purpose of the experiments we generate the movement

probability matrix pm according to Unif(0, 1). We set the required

QoS threshold pmin = 1.5. In these experiments, unless mentioned

otherwise we assume that the sum of total cost and the total risk

the attacker withstand is less than 0.2. Attacker does not choose a

strategy if the cost + risk (E) exceeds this value (Eq. (7)).

After solving our optimization problem with the aforementioned

settings, the average probabilities of turning transmitters of over

100 time slots are shown in the table 2.

5.2.1 Payof of the atacker with pmin . In section 3 we discussed

how the defender can maintain the undisturbed connectivity for

the devices in the target regions by controlling the the minimum

threshold probability required for the transmitters reachable from a

single target region to keep turned on. Intuitively the ability of the

attacker to detect movement at a given target region decreases as we

decrease this probability threshold pmin . But smaller pmin afects

the connectivity of legitimate devices in the network adversely.

Here we evaluate how increasing pmin afects the overall attacker

payof with respect to two protocols we consider. We compute the

average payof over 100 time steps for each pmin value.

In igures 4 and 5we notice that increasingpmin threshold indeed

increases the attacker payof since keeping the transmitters on

increases the ability to detect movement, but keeping pmin low

comes with the cost of losing connectivity of legitimate devices.

The payof increases in a slower rate for smaller values of pmin

and in a faster rate after larger pmin values. This pattern is visible

clearly in theWiFi signals. This helps in deciding what would be the

optimal value a defender can set for pmin to minimize the attacker

payof while maintaining high QoS standards.

5.2.2 Payof of the atacker with atacker resources. Here we intend

to demonstrate how an attacker exhausting more resources in order
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Figure 4: Attacker payof rise with pmin for WiFi signals.
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Figure 5: Attacker payof rise with pmin for millimeter wave

protocol

to determine movement in target areas afects the overall payof

of the attacker. In the section 2, we discuss the constant for cost

β and the constant for risk at attack zone sa : γsa and these can be

used to control amount of resources the attacker can exhaust. Let

E =
∑

cost(ra ) +
∑

risk(ra , sa )(eq 7) be the amount of resources

the attacker is allowed to use. We demonstrate how the payof of

the attacker changes as E is increased. For the WiFi signals, we set

β = 0.005 and γsa = 0.005∀sa ∈ S . For the millimeter wave signals,

we set β = 0.005 and γsa = 0.005∀sa ∈ S . Figures 6 and 7 show how

the average payofs over 100 time steps behave as we increase E.

We observe that the payof of the attacker increases as E increases

up to a certain E then it saturates.

We note that this behavior depends on the priority we set for

the cost and the risks of the attacker by changing β and γsa . If the

detectability of movement in target region is of the highest priority

compared to costs and risks, then by increasing E, attacker can

continuously expect increased payofs.
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Figure 6: Payof of the attacker with cost+risk for WiFi sig-

nals.
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Figure 7: Payofof the attackerwith cost+risk formillimeter

wave protocol

5.2.3 Performance of the framework compared to a random transmit-

ter scheduling. In this experiment we ix l = 4 and pmin = 1.5. First

we compute the optimal payof given by solving the optimization

problem for V = 100 time steps. With the same set of parameters,

we also compute a random transmitter schedule C ′
.,t that satisies

all constraints in the optimization problem. We use this C ′
.,t to

compute the maximum payof for this schedule. Then we take the

average of these maximum payofs over 100 time steps.

Table 3 shows that the optimal payof given by our framework

is less than the payof given by a random schedule. We also note

that this pattern holds for every time step as well. Therefore, the

defender is always better of playing the optimal strategy given by

this framework with respect to this payof function.

5.2.4 Atacker payof of omni-directional and directional transmis-

sion of millimeter wave signals. Here we consider two cases where

the defender transmitters transmitting signals in a single direction

Average optimum
Average maximum

payof for random C

WiFi 1.034 5.372

Millimeter wave 0.226 0.591

Table 3: Average optimal payof computed by the framework

and average maximum attacker payof with random sched-

ule over 100 time steps.

Average

payof

Single directional

transmission
0.226

Omni-directional

transmission
1.616

Table 4: Average optimal payofs of directional and omni-

directional transmission for millimeter wave signals over

100 time steps.

(targeted at a legitimate receiver) and the transmitters transmitting

signals in an omni-directional manner. In the omni-directional set-

ting while the received signal strength at the target regions that are

located in the same direction as the attack zone remain the same,

we assume that gain at the target regions that are located within an

angle of 90 degrees from the direction of the attack zone is reduced

by 5dB [6, 20]. Then we set Dk, j,sa = 1 for all target regions Rj that

are within an angle of 90 degrees from the line between transmitter

Tk and the attack zone sa and calculate CF (.) values. We solve the

optimization problem for these two cases.

Table 4 shows the average payof of the attacker over 100 inde-

pendent time steps. It is seen that the defender is better of using

directional transmitters as opposed to the omni-directional trans-

mitters with respect to this payof model.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We developed a novel, lexible, plug-n-play framework based on a

constant-sum Stackelberg game for defending against radio window

attacks. Our framework enables us (i) to comprehensively capture

the constraints of the attacker and the defender, (ii) to capture

features of modern wireless systems such as directional antennas,

and (iii) allows us to plug in diferent path-loss models with minimal

changes to the setup. We formulated the problem of inding the

optimal defender strategy as a linear program and showed that it

can be solved eiciently. We also performed numerical evaluations

to demonstrate the applicability of our framework. In the future,

we will collect signal strength data in various experimental settings

and plug into our framework for data-driven comparisons. We will

investigate the practical concerns that arise such as controlling and

coordination of access points and determining the size of time slots

when implementing the strategies obtained by this framework.
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